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Author’s response to reviews:

RESPONSE to reviewers’ comments

After assessing your manuscript, we notice that the text in some sections
> overlaps with other published manuscripts. We feel that these sections
> should be re-worded prior to publication.
>
> Page 4, paragraph beginning 'Although SLE...' (we do appreciate that you
> authored this particular manuscript)

>
> Page 5, Heart valve disease section

>
> Page 7, paragraph beginning 'stress echocardiography is...'

> http://www.tandfonline.com/doi/abs/10.1586/14779072.2.1.77
>
> If you need assistance on this point, I will be happy to provide further
details.
>
> The relevant points were corrected according to reviewers’ suggestions (highlighted sentences)
>
> In addition, we require all manuscripts to contain the following sections
> under the heading 'Declarations' (located just prior to your references):
>
> Ethics approval and consent to participate
> Consent for publication
> Availability of data and material
> Competing interests
> Funding
> Authors' contributions
> Acknowledgements
> Authors' information (optional)
>
> Please see here for details on the information to be included in these
> sections:
>
> http://bmccardiovascdisord.biomedcentral.com/submission-guidelines/preparing-your-manuscript/research-article
>
> The relevant information was included in the section before the references